
BEHIND THE MOON – GERD RUBE
(Written by Gerd Rube & Paul E. Harrison)

Intro: D, Bm, F#m, G, A7sus4  (2x)

D                     Bm7          

Sitting nervously and waiting, 

      F#m             G    A7sus4

can’t get you on the phone

A break in communication

I’m living on the dark side, 

behind the moon, behind the moon

All systems go, my heart took a spacewalk

I could almost touch the sky

And see angels flying by

in outer space, to hold your face

G                    A

Ten, nine, eight… we started off the count down

D                     Bm7

Seven, six, five… the start of our lives

G                       A

Four three two… nothing left to do

D                 Bm7

One, zero, go… we blast off “what a show!”

    G                 A4sus7

the dark side that is there

           D   Bm7          F#m7, G, A4sus7

behind the moon, behind the moon

           D   Bm7          F#m7, B

behind the moon, behind the moon

E                  C#m7

We flew on high in our total blackout

G#m7           A9       B11

way out here behind the moon

to the world we’d lost all contact

ain’t no message coming through



A                    B

Ten, nine, eight… we started off the count down

E                     C#m7

Seven, six, five… the start of our lives

A                       B

Four three two… nothing left to do

E                 C#m7

One, zero, go… we blast off “what a show!”

    A                 B4sus7

the dark side that is there

           E   C#m7         G#m7, A, B4sus7

behind the moon, behind the moon

           E   C#m7         G#m7, A, B4sus7

behind the moon, behind the moon

A                    B

Ten, nine, eight… we started off the count down

E                     C#m7

Seven, six, five… the start of our lives

A                       B

Four three two… nothing left to do

E                 C#m7

One, zero, go… we blast off “what a show!”

    A                 B4sus7

the dark side that is there… (2 bars break!!)

           E   C#m7         G#m7, A, B4sus7

behind the moon, behind the moon

           E   C#m7         G#m7, A, B4sus7

behind the moon, behind the moon…

Acoustic-Solo (E, C#m7, G#m7, A, B4sus7)

Ten, nine, eight… we started off the count down

Seven, six, five… the start of our lives

Four three two… nothing left to do

One, zero, go… we blast off “what a show!”… (fade)
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